Transcription termination events in bacteria often require the RNA helicase Rho. Typically, Rho promotes termination at the end of coding sequences, but it can also terminate transcription within leader regions to implement regulatory decisions. Rho-dependent termination requires initial recognition of a Rho utilization (rut) site on a nascent RNA by Rho's primary binding surface. However, it is presently unclear what factors determine the location of transcription termination, how RNA secondary structures influence this process and whether mechanistic differences distinguish constitutive from regulated Rho-dependent terminators. We previously demonstrated that the 5 leader mRNA of the Salmonella corA gene can adopt two mutually exclusive conformations that dictate accessibility of a rut site to Rho. We now report that the corA leader also controls two subsequent steps of Rho-dependent termination. First, the RNA conformation that presents an accessible rut site promotes pausing of RNA polymerase (RNAP) at a single Rho-dependent termination site over 100 nt downstream. Second, an additional RNA stem-loop promotes Rho activity and controls the location at which Rho-dependent termination occurs, despite having no effect on initial Rho binding to the corA leader. Thus, the multi-step nature of Rho-dependent termination may facilitate regulation of a given coding region by multiple cytoplasmic signals.
INTRODUCTION
The hexameric RNA helicase and ATPase Rho triggers 20-30% of transcription termination events in bacteria (1, 2) . Most studied Rho-dependent terminators perform housekeeping roles that necessitate constitutive function, whereas others serve as platforms for gene regulation and thus function at varying efficiencies in response to intracellular signals. It remains to be determined whether there are mechanistic differences between constitutive and regulated Rhodependent terminators. We previously identified a Rhodependent terminator in the 5 leader of the corA gene in Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium (3) . Here, we report that, in addition to regulating accessibility of a Rho loading site, RNA secondary structures within the corA leader modulate two subsequent steps of Rho-dependent termination. Our findings suggest that the complex series of interactions between Rho, RNA and RNA polymerase (RNAP) required for transcription termination allows multiple regulatory signals to influence the fate of an elongating RNAP.
Initial recognition of an RNA substrate is achieved by a primary binding site (PBS) on an exposed surface of the Rho hexamer that is formed by the N-terminal domains of each Rho monomer (4) (5) (6) . The PBS contains six (one per monomer) binding clefts that can each accommodate one YC dinucleotide (7) , with adjacent YC dinucleotides separated by a spacer of at least 7 nt (8) . As a result, regions of nascent RNA recognized by the PBS, designated Rho utilization (rut) sites, tend to be C-rich, unstructured and 60-90 nt long (9) . Binding of the Rho PBS to a rut site directs the RNA into the ring-shaped protein's central channel, where it contacts Rho's secondary binding site (SBS) (7, 10) . This secondary interaction, which is transient and strongly dependent on the presence of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) (8, 10) , activates Rho's ATPase and helicase activities to allow translocation along the substrate RNA in a 5 to 3 direction (7, 11) . The PBS appears to remain bound to the rut site throughout this process, resulting in a 'tethered tracking' mechanism of translocation (8, 12) . A comprehensive model of how Rho navigates structured regions of RNA has yet to emerge (13) (14) (15) .
Once a translocating Rho molecule catches up to a paused RNAP, it induces dissociation of the elongation complex (6, 16, 17) . The location and efficiency of Rhodependent transcription termination are thus dictated by the location and efficiency, respectively, of RNAP pausing.
However, Rho can only access RNAP complexes paused within a particular 'termination zone' downstream of the rut site and upstream of regions in which translating ribosomes would impede Rho access to the RNA (14, 18) . In addition, pausing defines the kinetic window in which Rho can operate; in order to terminate transcription at a particular site, Rho must successfully recognize, load and translocate before a paused RNAP moves on. This timeframe is further constrained if rut site accessibility is modulated by factors such as RNA secondary structure. RNAP pausing is typically regulated by proximal sequences within the RNA or DNA, as well as by protein factors (19) . RNA secondary structures >20 nt upstream can influence RNAP pausing (20, 21) , although it is not clear how they operate.
The complex sequence of events required for Rho to trigger transcription termination provides many opportunities for intracellular conditions to impact the efficiency of this process, thereby making Rho-dependent terminators useful platforms for gene control (22) . Regulatory mechanisms that employ Rho-dependent terminators generally function via modulation of rut site accessibility (23, 24) . However, the Salmonella mgtA leader mRNA conformation modulates Rho-dependent termination efficiency by regulating both rut site availability (25) and RNAP pausing (20) . In addition, the Salmonella mgtCBR leader mRNA can adopt alternative conformations that expose or sequester a Rhoantagonizing RNA element that traps Rho in an inactive complex without affecting rut site accessibility (26) . Thus, regulation of Rho-RNA-RNAP interactions independent of rut site recognition may be widespread. This notion is supported by the finding that the primary binding function of Rho is largely dispensable in vivo; Rho SBS mutants, but not PBS mutants, were found to be defective for genomewide Rho-dependent transcription termination (27) .
Here, we report a singular example of an mRNA leader that can regulate three distinct aspects of Rho-dependent termination. We previously established that the corA leader mRNA in Salmonella controls accessibility of a rut site via selective secondary structure formation (3) . We now demonstrate that the corA leader also regulates two additional aspects of the interaction between itself, Rho and RNAP. Specifically, the same RNA conformation that sequesters the rut site suppresses RNAP pausing at a single site over 100 nt downstream, which may further reduce the efficiency of Rho-dependent termination when the corA leader adopts this structure. This interaction occurs over a significantly longer distance than that at which RNA structures typically influence pausing. In addition, formation of an additional, conserved RNA hairpin promotes Rho activity and prevents Rho from triggering transcription termination at a major RNAP pause site. Together, these findings reveal multiple points at which intracellular signals may regulate expression of corA.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial strains and growth conditions
In vivo experiments were carried out with wild-type Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium strain 14028s (28) harboring plasmid pYS1040, pYS1040ext or mutant derivatives (Supplementary Table S1 ). Escherichia coli DH5␣ (29) or XL-1 blue (Agilent) strains were used for cloning and plasmid DNA preparation. Bacteria were grown at 37
• C in LB broth (Difco) or SOB medium (Difco). For plasmid maintenance, 20 g/ml chloramphenicol (cm) or 50 g/ml ampicillin (amp) was used.
Plasmid construction
Nucleotide substitutions in plasmids pMK100 and pYS1040 (3) were generated using the QuikChange II site-directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent) and primer pairs listed in Supplementary Table S2 .
In vitro transcription termination assays
Transcription templates were prepared by performing polymerase chain reaction with plasmid pMK100 or mutant derivatives as template and primers IA17 and IA256. Purified Salmonella RNAP core enzyme and 70 were mixed at a 1:3 molar ratio in RNAP storage buffer (50% v/v glycerol, 10 mM Tris pH 7.9, 0.1 M NaCl, 0.1 mM ethylenediaminetetracetic acid (EDTA), 0.1 mM DTT) and allowed to associate by incubating at 30
• C for 30 min. Single round, synchronized in vitro transcription reactions were carried out as described (3, 30) . Reactions contained 100 mM Tris HCl (pH 8.0), 100 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl 2 , 5 M each of ATP and UTP, 1 M GTP, 100 M ApU (TriLink), 1.5 l [␣-
32 P]-GTP (3000 Ci/mmol, Perkin Elmer) per 100 l reaction volume, 50 nM DNA template and 56 nM 70+RNAP. This mixture was incubated at 37
• C for 15 min to generate halted transcription elongation complexes (hTEC). hTEC were divided into aliquots and incubated at 37
• C for 3 min. To initiate synchronized transcription elongation, a 5X chase ±Rho was added (100 mM Tris HCl (pH 8.0), 100 mM KCl, 0.1mg/ml rifampicin, 1 mM NTPs, with 600 nM Rho or an equal volume of Rho buffer). Reactions were incubated at 37
• C for 5 min, terminated by addition of 2X stop solution (80% v/v formamide, 50 mM EDTA, 0.1% xylene cyanol, 0.1% bromophenol blue) and placed on ice. After heating at 95
• C for 3 min, transcription products were resolved on denaturing 6% polyacrylamide sequencing gels (Sequagel system, National Diagnostics) and visualized using a Typhoon FLA 9000 laser scanner (GE Healthcare).
To map transcription termination sites, a portion of hTEC were used for RNA sequencing reactions as described (30) . Band intensities were measured using ImageQuant software (GE Healthcare). Termination efficiency was calculated using the formula: 100 -100* (runoff band intensity/sum of all band intensities).
In vitro pausing assays
Pausing assays and gel electrophoresis were performed as described for in vitro transcription termination assays, except that the reactions contained 5 mM MgCl 2 and the 5X chase solution contained 250 M NTPs and no Rho or Rho buffer. Samples were removed at 10-20 s intervals starting 10 s after synchronization of transcription elongation and added to 2X stop solution that had been pre-aliquoted on ice.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2017, Vol. 45, No. 2 633 Intensities of each lane and pause bands were measured using ImageQuant software (GE Healthcare) and normalized by subtracting the intensity of a blank region of the same area. Pause bands were further normalized by subtracting the band intensity of the last time point. Pause efficiency and duration were calculated as described (31) by plotting ln(p/t) over time, where p is the normalized pause intensity and t is the normalized lane intensity. Pause halflife was extrapolated from the slope of the linear portion of the graph according to the formula half-life = -ln(2)/slope. Pause efficiency was extrapolated from the y-intercept of the linear portion according to the formula % eff = 100 × e∧yint. The position of major pause sites was mapped by comparison with an RNA sequencing ladder generated as described (30) .
Enzymatic and filter binding assays
Accumulation of free phosphate was measured using the EnzChek Phosphate Assay kit (Invitrogen) as described (3) . All experiments shown were performed in 0.75 mM MgCl 2 .
␤-galactosidase assays and filter binding assays were performed as described (3) .
RESULTS
The Salmonella corA leader can adopt two mutually exclusive conformations that control accessibility of a rut site
In vitro structure probing assays previously demonstrated that the corA leader mRNA is capable of adopting mutually exclusive secondary structures termed stem-loops A+B and stem-loops C+D (Figure 1) (3) . However, stem-loop A is unlikely to form in vivo because a short open reading frame, termed corL, overlaps stem-loop A such that ribosomes translating corL should prevent base-pairing (Figure 1) (3) . Our previous work demonstrated that the stemloop B conformation promotes Rho-dependent transcription termination within the corA leader by exposing nucleotides comprising a rut site (Figure 1) (3) . By contrast, the stem-loop C+D conformation hinders Rho-dependent termination within the corA leader by sequestering the rut site ( Figure 1) (3) . Efficient translation of corL promotes formation of stem-loop B, whereas impaired corL translation favors stem-loops C+D; thus, transcription of the corA coding region is inversely coupled to the efficiency of corL translation (3) .
Because the corA leader extends ∼100 nt downstream of the RNA structures that regulate Rho's ability to access the rut site ( Figure 1 ) and the nucleotide sequence of this region is highly conserved (Supplementary Figure S1) , we reasoned that it might play additional role(s) in regulating Rho-dependent transcription termination. For example, the Salmonella mgtA leader RNA conformation controls Rho-dependent termination by modulating rut site accessibility and RNAP pausing, and regulation of both aspects is required for gene control (20) .
RNAP pauses frequently within the corA leader
To investigate the possibility that the corA leader influences RNAP pausing, we first mapped RNAP pause sites within this region by performing single-round, synchronized in vitro transcription reactions. The DNA template used in these experiments encodes a 26 nt C-less initial transcribed sequence, to facilitate synchronization of transcrip- Figure 1 . Schematic of the corA leader mRNA. The Salmonella corA leader can adopt two mutually exclusive conformations, stem-loops A+B or C+D, that control transcription elongation into the corA coding region by modulating accessibility of a rut site (3). Stem-loop A may not form in vivo due to translation of the overlapping ORF corL (dashed black box denotes corL start and stop codons) (3). Major sites of in vitro RNAP pausing (green) and Rho-dependent termination (blue) are denoted. In this work, we identify an additional RNA structure, stem-loop E (orange), whose formation may be independent of stem-loops B versus C+D. Stem-loops C+D suppress RNAP pausing at U240 (red star). Stem-loop E prevents Rho from triggering transcription termination at U192 (green star). (30) . (B) A 6% denaturing gel showing RNA sequencing (left), transcription termination (center) and pausing assays (right) performed using a wild-type corA leader template generated from pMK100 as described in Materials and Methods. All panels are from the same gel and were re-ordered for clarity. RNAP pauses frequently within the corA leader, including at the sites of Rho-dependent termination (blue bars). The major pause site, U192 (green star) is not a site of Rho-dependent termination. The results are representative of at least three independent experiments and only the relevant portion of the gel is shown. tion elongation, followed by the complete corA leader and first 49 nt of the corA coding region, all under the control of a constitutive promoter (Figure 2A ) (20, 30) . Samples were collected over time on the order of seconds; bands that appear and then disappear throughout the time course correspond to positions at which some fraction of RNAP molecules pauses before continuing transcription.
RNAP pauses frequently within the corA leader in vitro ( Figure 2B , right), including at the expected clusters of sites that correspond to the Rho-dependent termination sites observed in vitro ( Figure 2B , blue bars). Interestingly, the most efficient site of pausing, which is located at position U192 ( Figure 2B , green star) and conforms to the recently identified consensus pause sequence G -10 Y -1 G +1 (32, 33) , is not a Rho-dependent termination site ( Figure 2B ).
Stem-loops C and D reduce the efficiency of RNAP pausing at a site over 100 nt downstream
We next tested whether the two known conformations of the corA leader, stem-loop B and stem-loops C+D, differentially affect RNAP pausing. Stem-loops C+D sequester the rut site (3). Disruption of this conformation by mutation M1 (G84C G85C C86G, Figure 1 ) significantly increased pausing at U240, a site of Rho-dependent termination (Figure 3A) . This result was unexpected considering that the affected pause site is 100-150 nt downstream of M1 and stem-loops B-D (Figure 1 ). M1 specifically increases the efficiency of the pause, rather than its half-life ( Figure 3A ), indicating modulation of RNAP entry into the paused state.
The M1 mutation theoretically disrupts both stem-loops A and C, but stem-loop A is not likely to form in vivo due to the presence of ribosomes translating corL, an open reading frame that overlaps stem-loop A ( Figure 1 ) (3). Indeed, the effect of M1 on RNAP pausing is specifically due to disruption of stem-loop C rather than disruption of stem-loop A because restoration of stem-loop C base-pairing potential by combining M1 with M2 (G105C C106G C107G, Figure 1) returned pausing to wild-type efficiency ( Figure 3A ), whereas restoration of stem-loop A base-pairing potential by combining M1 with M1* (G24C C25G C26G, Figure 1 ) did not reverse the effect of M1 (Supplementary Figure S2) . It is important to note that mutation M2, which disrupts both stem-loops B and C, elicits the same pause behavior as M1 ( Figure 3A) , indicating that the effect at U240 is due to suppression of pausing by stem-loop C rather than promotion of pausing by stem-loop B.
Because stem-loop C is expected to facilitate formation of stem-loop D (by virtue of precluding stem-loop B formation) (Figure 1 ), we tested whether disruption of stem-loop D also leads to efficient RNAP pausing at U240. Indeed, a mutation that disrupts stem-loop D (M5 [G121T G123T], Figure 1 ) displayed the same increase in U240 pause efficiency as a mutation that disrupts stem-loop C (M1) ( Figure  3B ). Although M5 is predicted to disrupt both stem-loops B and D, the effect of this mutation on pausing is specifically due to disruption of stem-loop D because combining M5 with M6 (C143A C145A, Figure 1 ) to restore stem-loop D base-pairing potential reinstated wild-type pause efficiency ( Figure 3B ), whereas combining M5 with M7 (T97G C99G, Figure 1 ) to restore stem-loop B base-pairing potential retained elevated pause efficiency at U240 (Supplementary Figure S3) . Unexpectedly, M6 alone did not increase U240 pause efficiency like M5, despite the fact that both mutations disrupt stem-loop D ( Figure 3B ).
In addition to disrupting stem-loop C, mutation M1 should also prevent stem-loop D formation because stemloop B will have a kinetic advantage over stem-loop D when stem-loop C is unable to form (Figure 1 ). Thus, it seemed possible that the ability of M1 to enhance pausing at U240 is due solely to disruption of stem-loop D. However, this does not appear to be the case because M1+M5+M6, which is expected to adopt stem-loop D despite disruption of stem- Figure 3 . The same RNA conformation that sequesters the rut site (stem-loops C+D) reduces efficiency of RNAP pausing at U240. (A and B) A 6% denaturing gel of RNAP pausing assays performed using DNA templates generated from plasmid pMK100 or derivatives containing mutations in (A) stem-loop C or (B) stem-loop D (Figure 1) . A red star indicates the position of the U240 pause, which is within the corA start codon. Pause efficiency and half-life were calculated as described in Materials and Methods. The results are representative of at least three independent experiments and only the relevant portion of the gel is shown. Data shown in (A) are from the same gel; solid line denotes where intervening lanes were omitted for clarity. loop C, displayed enhanced pausing at U240 (Supplementary Figure S4 ). Therefore, stem-loops C and D are both required for suppression of pausing at U240. Complete elimination of pausing at U240 by mutation M18 (T240G G241A, Figure 1 ) (Supplementary Figure S5A) further derepressed expression of a corA leader-lacZ transcriptional fusion carried on plasmid pYS1040 that contains a mutation favoring adoption of stem-loops C+D (Supplementary Figure S5D ), suggesting that suppression of pausing at U240 enhances the ability of stem-loops C+D to promote corA expression.
YC dinucleotides downstream of stem-loop D can influence Rho activity
U192 is not a site of Rho-dependent transcription termination despite being the most efficient RNAP pause site in the corA leader ( Figure 2B ). The rut site was previously reported to encompass positions 89-140 of the corA leader and thus lie well upstream of U192 (Figure 1) (3) . However, because this region contains only three appropriately spaced, single-stranded YC dinucleotides (positions 89-91, 129-130, 138-140, Figure 1 ) and the Rho PBS can accommodate up to six YC dinucleotides, we explored the possibility that YC dinucleotides downstream of position 140 might be involved in Rho loading. The corA leader sequence contains seven YC dinucleotides between position 140 and the first site of significant Rho-dependent termination (∼220), four of which would not be available to Rho when RNAP is paused at U192 (Figure 1 ). Thus, it is possible that Rho does not terminate transcription at U192 because it has not completed loading by the time RNAP reaches this position.
We first tested whether removal of a given YC dinucleotide decreased the efficiency of Rho-dependent transcription termination in vitro. If the YC dinucleotides disrupted by M19, M20 and M21 reduce termination efficiency by serving as components of the rut site, then these mutations should weaken the interaction between Rho and corA leader mRNA, irrespective of the transcription process. To test this notion, we measured the ability of corA leader mRNA harboring mutations M19, M20 and M21 to stimulate Rho ATPase activity in vitro. All three mutant RNAs exhibited a reduced ability to stimulate Rho ATPase activity ( Figure 4B ), indicating that the YC dinucleotides at positions 152-153, 168-169 and 176-177 promote Rho activity and thus may be directly involved in Rho PBS-RNA recognition. As a result, we conclude that the rut site encompasses positions 89-177.
Stem-loop E prevents Rho from accessing RNAP complexes paused at U192 in a rut site-independent manner
Paradoxically, mutations M19 and M20 caused some Rhodependent termination to take place at an upstream site ( Figure 4A , green star) that we determined to be U192, the major RNAP pause site (Supplementary Figure S6) . This result indicates that nucleotides 152-153 and 168-169 somehow inhibit Rho-dependent termination at U192. We noticed a potential RNA hairpin located at position 152-172 (Figure 1 ) that is conserved among analyzed corA leader sequences (Supplementary Figure S1) ; we designated this hairpin stem-loop E. We tested whether the ability of M20 to promote Rho-dependent termination at U192 is a consequence of disrupting stem-loop E. Indeed, mutation of the nucleotides predicted to base pair with those disrupted by mutation M20 (M24 [G155C G156C], Figure 1 ) also allowed Rho-dependent termination to take place at U192 ( Figure 5A ), whereas combining M24+M20 to restore stem-loop E base-pairing potential prevented termination at U192 and restored the wild-type pattern of termination locations ( Figure 5A ). Taken together, these results suggest that stem-loop E formation prevents Rhodependent termination at U192.
The M24 and M20 mutations respectively introduce and eliminate a YC dinucleotide from the corA leader RNA sequence. To decouple the effects of M24 and M20 on stemloop E structure from rut site composition, we tested the alternative mutations M24 ∧ (G155T G156T C157G T158A) and M20
∧ (G166T G167C T168A C169A). M24 ∧ disrupts the left arm of stem-loop E without introducing a YC dinucleotide, and M20
∧ disrupts the right arm of stem-loop E but retains a YC two nucleotides upstream of its wildtype position ( Figure 1) . As with the original mutations, M24
∧ and M20 ∧ both promote Rho-dependent termination at U192, and the combination of M24 ∧ +M20 ∧ restored the wild-type termination locations ( Supplementary Figure S7A ). In addition, combination of M24 ∧ with M20* (T168A C169T), which does not restore stem-loop E basepairing potential, did not restore the wild-type termination pattern (Supplementary Figure S7B) . Together, these results indicate that stem-loop E itself, rather than the nucleotide sequences disrupted by the M24 and M20 mutations, prevents Rho from accessing transcription complexes paused at U192. . Stem-loop E prevents Rho from terminating transcription at a major RNAP pause site, U192, in a rut site-independent manner. (A) A 6% denaturing gel of transcription termination assays performed using templates generated from plasmid pMK100 or derivatives containing mutations in stem-loop E (Figure 1 ). Green star indicates the position of the U192 pause. Calculation of termination efficiency was performed as described in Materials and Methods. Reactions were performed in triplicate and only the relevant portion of the gel is shown. The results are representative of at least three independent experiments. (B) A 6% denaturing gel of RNAP pausing assays performed using DNA templates generated from plasmid pMK100 or derivatives containing mutations in stem-loop E (Figure 1) . The results are representative of at least three independent experiments and only the relevant portion of the gel is shown. Green star indicates the position of the U192 pause. (C) A 6% denaturing gel of transcription termination assays performed using templates generated from plasmid pMK100 or derivatives containing mutations that disrupt stemloop E and/or remove YC nucleotides predicted to participate in stem-loop E base-pairing (Figure 1 ). Reactions were performed in triplicate and only the relevant portion of the gel is shown. The results are representative of at least three independent experiments. Green star indicates the position of the U192 pause. The data shown are from the same gel; the panels were re-ordered and intervening lanes were omitted for clarity.
Importantly, templates harboring the M24 and/or M20 mutations retain wild-type RNAP pausing at U192 (Figure 5B) , indicating that stem-loop E prevents termination at U192 by a mechanism other than inhibition of RNAP pausing at this site. This result suggests that stem-loop E instead influences the Rho-RNA interaction. One possibility is that stem-loop E prevents the Rho PBS from accessing the YC dinucleotides at position 152-153 and 168-169 by sequestering them within the RNA hairpin (Figure 1) , thus forcing Rho to utilize downstream YC dinucleotides such as C175-177 and resulting in termination at downstream sites. However, this explanation is not sufficient because Rhodependent termination at U192 was observed in the presence of mutations that both disrupt stem-loop E and remove the YC dinucleotides from position 152-153 and 168-169 (M20*+M19, Figure 5C ). This result indicates that termination at U192 resulting from disruption of stem-loop E is not a consequence of improved Rho access to the YC dinucleotides within stem-loop E.
Stem-loop E promotes Rho activity in a rut site-independent manner
To further investigate how stem-loop E affects the Rho-RNA interaction, we tested the ability of corA leader mRNA harboring mutations M24 ∧ and/or M20 ∧ to stimulate Rho ATPase activity in vitro. M24 ∧ or M20 ∧ alone, which prevent stem-loop E formation, did not significantly affect ATPase activity ( Figure 6A ). By contrast, combining M24 ∧ +M20 ∧ to restore stem-loop E base-pairing potential significantly increased Rho ATPase activity ( Figure 6A) . A possible interpretation of these results is that stem-loop E is not the predominate conformation under the conditions tested (thus, disrupting base-pairing would have little effect), and that M24 ∧ +M20 ∧ forces adoption of stem-loop E, which, in turn, promotes Rho activity. This result is consistent with the ability of M24+M20 to significantly increase the efficiency of Rho-dependent termination in vitro ( Figure  5A ) and significantly repress expression in vivo ( Figure 6B ). Together, these results indicate that stem-loop E specifically enhances the Rho-RNA interaction.
We next sought to determine how stem-loop E promotes Rho activity. A possible function of stem-loop E could be to bring disparate rut site elements into a favorable spatial orientation. For example, if stem-loop E enhances the Rho-RNA interaction by positioning the C175-177 YC dinucleotide near the rest of the rut site (Figure 1) , then mutation of this YC dinucleotide should reverse the ability of a mutant RNA locked in stem-loop E to promote Rho ATPase activity in vitro. However, mutation of C175-177 (M21) in a stem-loop E-locked background (M24 ∧ +M20 ∧ ) only slightly decreased Rho ATPase activity relative to M24 ∧ +M20 ∧ ( Figure 6C ). That disruption of C175-177 is additive with rather than epistatic over locking the RNA in stem-loop E suggests that the mutations affect independent aspects of Rho activity. Thus, the ability of stem-loop E to promote Rho activity cannot be attributed to its effect on the orientation of C175-C177.
The effect of stem-loop E on Rho-dependent termination is independent of the RNA structures that regulate accessibility of upstream rut site components (stem-loops B versus C+D) because in vitro, formation of stem-loops B versus C+D influences the efficiency, rather than the location, of Rho-dependent termination (3), whereas stem-loop E affects the location and only modestly impacts termination efficiency ( Figure 5A) . Moreover, the effects of combining mutations that disrupt stem-loop E with those that favor stem-loop B (M1) or stem-loops C+D (M3) are additive (Supplementary Figure S8) , thus indicating that these mutations operate in different pathways. Since disruption of stem-loop E has effects in both stem-loop B-locked and stem-loop C+D-locked backgrounds ( Supplementary Figure S8) , formation of stem-loop E appears to be independent of whether the upstream RNA adopts stem-loop B or stem-loops C+D.
Because the abilities of stem-loop E to promote Rho activity and influence the location of termination appear to be rut site-independent, we hypothesized that stem-loop E influences step(s) of the Rho-RNA interaction after initial Rho PBS-rut site binding has taken place. If this is the case, then alteration of stem-loop E should have no impact on the affinity of Rho for the corA leader mRNA. To test this possibility, we measured the ability of purified Rho protein to retain radiolabeled corA leader mRNA, or derivatives containing mutations in stem-loop E, on a filter. RNAs harboring M24, M20 and M24+M20 all yielded binding curves very similar to that of the wild-type RNA (Figure 6D ), indicating that these mutations do not affect the ability of Rho to bind to corA leader mRNA. By contrast, Rho displayed a significantly higher affinity for M1 RNA, which constitutively exposes the rut site, and a lower affinity for M9+M10 RNA, in which key rut site nucleotides have been mutated ( Figure 6D) (3) . Therefore, we conclude that stem-loop E promotes Rho activity by influencing step(s) subsequent to rut site recognition.
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DISCUSSION
We have now established that the corA leader controls at least three aspects of Rho-dependent transcription termination. We previously reported that formation of stem-loop B facilitates the initial Rho-RNA interaction by exposing sequences comprising a rut site, whereas adoption of the alternative conformation, stem-loops C+D, reduces accessibility of the rut site (3) . Our new findings demonstrate that stem-loops C and D also reduce the efficiency of RNAP pausing at a single site over 100 nt downstream. To our knowledge, this is the first description of RNA structures acting over such a long distance to modulate efficiency of a specific pause. In addition, stem-loop E affects the location and overall efficiency of Rho-dependent termination. Specifically, formation of stem-loop E prevents Rho from accessing RNAP complexes stalled at a major pause site, leading to termination farther downstream. Together, the results show how a single leader RNA can regulate three independent features of a Rho-dependent terminator, revealing multiple points at which physiological signals may regulate corA expression.
The same RNA structures that modulate rut site accessibility also regulate efficiency of RNAP pausing at a single site over 100 nt downstream
The corA leader conformation that sequesters the rut site (stem-loops C+D) suppresses RNAP pausing at U240, which is over 100 nt downstream (Figure 3 ). In general, pause regulation by RNA structures occurs over much shorter distances. For example, short RNA hairpins can stabilize pauses as they emerge from the RNAP exit channel, but only within a strict spacing window (∼11 nt) due to the requirement for interaction of the nascent RNA stem-loop with the flap domain of RNAP (19) . Because RNA oligonucleotides can stabilize pausing in trans by base pairing with nascent RNA near the RNAP exit channel (34), it is feasible that an upstream portion of the corA leader could base pair with sequences emerging from RNAP as it approaches T240 to control pausing. Alternatively, suppression of pausing by stem-loops C and D could be due to propagation of structural information along the RNA via unknown elements. The latter possibility may be less likely because the only known intervening RNA structure (i.e. stem-loop E) does not influence RNAP pausing at U240 (Figure 5B) , and its formation is independent of whether the RNA adopts stemloops B versus C+D (Supplementary Figure S8) .
An additional possibility is that the corA leader regulates RNAP pausing by interacting directly with the transcription elongation complex. For example, a structured region of bacteriophage HK022 putL RNA appears to bind the ␤ subunit of RNAP to suppress pausing 21-22 nt downstream by limiting the extent of RNAP backtracking (21, 35) . In addition, the EAR RNA element in Bacillus subtilis can inhibit intrinsic transcription termination over 1 kb downstream and was predicted to interact with RNAP (36), although regulation by the EAR element could not be recapitulated in vitro and thus requires factor(s) in addition to the RNA structure. Whereas putL and EAR both modify the transcription elongation complex to cause processive antitermination, the corA leader conformation alters RNAP pausing only at a single site ( Figure 3A) . As a result, it is unlikely that the mechanism by which stem-loops C+D suppress pausing is analogous to the EAR or put elements.
Like corA, the mgtA leader in Salmonella regulates both rut site accessibility and RNAP pausing at a site of Rhodependent termination (U218) (20) . In the case of mgtA, the DNA sequence directly downstream of T218 is required for pause entry, and the pause is stabilized by an RNA stemloop that is similar to canonical pause hairpins in terms of size and distance from the pause site (20) . Intriguingly, mgtA's stem-loop B (which presents an accessible rut site analogously to corA's stem-loop B) further stabilizes the U218 pause, even though it is located 57 nt upstream (20) . Thus, the corA and mgtA leaders both utilize features of a single RNA conformation to influence rut site accessibility and RNAP pausing at a site unusually far downstream. In both cases, the RNA structures that present an accessible rut site are associated with enhanced RNAP pausing. However, these pauses differ in that the mgtA leader specifically affects pause duration (i.e. exit from the pause state), while the corA leader controls pause efficiency (i.e. entry into the pause state).
What is the physiological relevance of regulated pause efficiency at U240 in the corA leader? Pause suppression at this site should naturally enhance the ability of stem-loops C and D to promote transcription elongation into the corA coding region by reducing the number of RNAP complexes accessible to Rho. In accordance with this notion, elimination of pausing at U240 further de-repressed expression of a corA-lacZ fusion harboring a mutation favoring formation of stem-loops C+D (Supplementary Figure S5D) . Efficient RNAP pausing at U240 is not required for stem-loop B to fully promote Rho-dependent termination within the corA leader (Supplementary Figure S5B and C) . By contrast, modulation of RNAP pausing at U218 in the mgtA leader is required for regulation of transcription elongation into the coding region (20) . This is likely because U218 is the only site in the mgtA leader at which Rho can trigger transcription termination, whereas for corA, Rho loading leads to termination at many sites besides U240 ( Figure 2B ). U240 lies within the corA start codon (Figure 1 ). RNAP pausing within start codons is widespread due to the similarity of typical pause sequences (G -10 Y -1 G +1 ) to translation initiation signals (32) . Such pausing was proposed to promote translation by preventing formation of secondary structures that sequester the RBS (32) . However, RNAP occupancy of the start codon precludes ribosome loading until RNAP resumes transcription. As a result, suppression of pausing with the corA start codon by stem-loops C+D might favor corA translation by preventing RNAP from occluding the RBS. Therefore, formation of stem-loops C+D would favor both transcription of the corA coding region and translation of the corA ORF.
Regulation of late step(s) of Rho loading by stem-loop E dictates the efficiency and location of transcription termination
Formation of stem-loop E prevents Rho from accessing RNAP complexes paused at U192, resulting in Rhodependent termination taking place at downstream sites ( Figure 5A ). Stem-loop E appears to control step(s) after rut site recognition (e.g. RNA-Rho SBS interactions or Rho translocation) because it had no effect on RNAP pausing ( Figure 5B ) or the affinity of Rho for corA leader mRNA ( Figure 6D ). This notion is consistent with a previous report that amino acid substitutions in the Rho SBS can alter the location of transcription termination (37) .
RNA structures within other Rho-dependent terminators have been shown to influence the location of transcription termination. For example, introduction of an RNA hairpin (boxB) into the rut site of the trp t ' terminator shifted the sites of Rho-dependent termination downstream (38) . In this case, the position of Rho-dependent termination was not dictated by kinetic competition between Rho translocation and transcription elongation because the sites of termination did not shift upstream when RNAP was slowed down by reducing the concentration of NTPs (14) . Instead, it was proposed that Rho may 'loop out' structured regions, effectively increasing the length of RNA that must be synthesized before loading can be completed (14) . Crystallographic data supports this notion: doublestranded RNA is too bulky to pass into Rho's central channel (7) . Such a model is consistent with the possibility that stem-loop E prevents Rho from completing the loading process until downstream of U192.
An alternative possibility is that Rho does complete loading upstream of stem-loop E, but must 'step around' the structured region in a manner that prevents termination of transcription at U192. For example, translocating Rho molecules bypassed an artificial RNA roadblock located between a rut site and Rho-dependent termination sites without unwinding it, suggesting that Rho accommodates RNA structures in a 'composite' primary binding site and re-establishes translocation downstream (15) . Thus, even if Rho completely loads upstream of stem-loop E, it may be that stem-loop E forces the Rho-RNA complex to rearrange in such a way that the protein does not regain termination competence until after U192.
That the corA leader mRNA controls its interaction with Rho after initial binding has taken place ( Figure 6D ) is reminiscent of how the mgtCBR leader operates (26) , suggesting that regulation of steps subsequent to rut site recognition may be a general phenomenon (22) . The Salmonella mgtCBR leader can adopt two mutually exclusive conformations that expose or sequester an RNA motif with the capacity to antagonize Rho activity, without affecting rut site recognition (26) . Such RNA motifs may enhance the specificity of the Rho-RNA interaction beyond that provided by the rut site (26) . This notion agrees with the observation that Rho is associated with most nascent RNAs but only terminates transcription of a fraction of them (39) .
What is the physiological relevance of preventing Rhodependent termination at U192? One possibility is that longer corA transcription termination products generated by prevention of transcription termination at U192 possess regulatory function(s). For example, such products might act in trans as sRNAs, as has been observed for the truncated RNA generated by S-adenosyl methionine riboswitch action in Listeria monocytogenes (40) , and this function might require sequences between position 192 and the normal termination sites at positions ∼220-250.
Stem-loops B-E regulate three independent steps of Rhodependent termination
We previously demonstrated that adoption of stem-loop B increases accessibility of the rut site in the corA leader, whereas stem-loops C+D sequester nucleotides required for Rho loading (3) . Because YC dinucleotides downstream of stem-loop D were found to promote Rho activity ( Figure  4) , we now conclude that stem-loop E is also located within the rut site. Interestingly, stem-loop E promotes Rho activity ( Figure 6A ) despite its ability to prevent Rho-dependent termination at a particular site ( Figure 5A ) and despite the fact that it sequesters YC dinucleotides that the Rho PBS appears to recognize (Figures 1 and 4) . Its location notwithstanding, the effects of stem-loop E were determined to be rut site-independent ( Figures 5C and 6C and  D) . Stem-loops B versus C+D are the major determinants of rut site accessibility because these upstream structures more strongly affect Rho-dependent termination efficiency in vitro (Supplementary Figure S8A) and affect the Rho-RNA interaction at an earlier step ( Figure 6D ) compared to stem-loop E.
Stem-loop E has the potential to form in both the stemloop B and stem-loops C+D conformations (Figure 1) . Moreover, mutations that hinder stem-loop E base pairing have effects in both stem-loop B-locked and stem-loop C+D-locked backgrounds (Supplementary Figure S8) , suggesting that formation of stem-loop E is independent of the upstream RNA conformation. Thus, it remains unclear whether and how formation of stem-loop E is regulated. We noticed that stem-loop E might compete with potential long-distance base pairing between C47-A54 and U148-G155, especially in the C+D conformation (Figure 1 , Supplementary Figure S1 ). Such competition could explain why wild-type corA leader RNA appears to adopt stem-loop E in the kinetically driven transcription termination assay ( Figure 5A ) but not in the thermodynamically driven Rho ATPase assay ( Figure 6A ).
In sum, the corA leader mRNA regulates three distinct steps of Rho-dependent transcription termination, namely rut site recognition, Rho translocation dynamics and RNAP pausing, that determine whether transcription proceeds into the corA coding region (Figure 7) . Specifically, formation of stem-loops B versus C+D initially determines the accessibility of upstream elements within the rut site to the Rho PBS. Next, stem-loop E influences later step(s) of Rho loading and/or translocation to influence the location and overall efficiency of Rho-dependent termination. Lastly, stem-loops B versus C+D also dictate the efficiency of RNAP pausing within the corA start codon, which may enhance the ability of these structures to modulate Rho-dependent termination efficiency and/or affect the efficiency of corA translation initiation.
Regulation of multiple steps may facilitate fine-tuning of Rhodependent termination
Beyond contributing to understanding of how structured regions influence interactions of RNA with Rho and RNAP, our findings reveal multiple steps at which distinct physiological signals could influence the efficiency of Rhodependent termination. Regulation of RNAP pausing effiNucleic Acids Research, 2017, Vol. 45 , No. 2 641 Figure 7 . The corA leader RNA controls three steps of Rho-dependent transcription termination. Once RNAP (light blue) begins transcribing the corA gene, cytoplasmic signal(s) can influence whether the corA leader RNA adopts the stem-loop B conformation or the stem-loops C+D conformatiion. The stem-loop B conformation presents an accessible rut site (dark blue), whereas stem-loops C+D sequester nucleotides specifically recognized by Rho (yellow). Stem-loops C+D also reduce the efficiency of RNAP pausing at U240 (red star). Stem-loop E (orange), whose formation is independent of stemloops B versus C+D, prevents Rho from accessing RNAP complexes paused at U192 (green star), thus promoting termination at downstream sites. Black lines represent RNA and grey lines represent DNA.
ciency and Rho's ability to access RNAP complexes paused at particular sites is likely to have more subtle effects compared to modulation of rut site accessibility, thus allowing for tight control of termination efficiency. These features may be general properties of Rho-dependent terminators involved in gene regulation, whose efficiencies must be responsive to changing cellular conditions (22) .
